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Overview 
SensoHeat UK is the new radiator brand of Hurlstones Northern Distribution, a specialist supplier of      

central heating radiators and valves to all sectors of the heating market. 
 

Established for many years the SensoHeat UK range has all types of radiators from our core LST and 
Steel Panel radiator ranges to designer Tubular Steel radiators, Towel Rails, Flat Front, Low Height    

Convectors, Horizontal and Vertical Plank Style Radiators. 
 

All SensoHeat UK radiators are fully tested to conform with the latest BS EN442 standards and our well 
trained staff are available to assist with any technical queries and selections.  
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Concept 5000 

Quality horizontal & vertical flat panel high output radiators 
with smooth designer good looks.  
 
Horizontal range available as single convector, double panel 
single convector, double convector and triple convector. 
 
Heights from   - 200mm—900 mm 
Lengths from  - 200mm - 2000mm.  
 
Vertical range available as single convector, double panel 
single convector and double convector. 
 
Heights  from   - 1200mm  - 2000mm 
Lengths from  - 200mm - 900mm.  

Panel Radiators 

Concept 2000 

Quality high heat output steel panel radiators. A perfect 
combination of efficient heating, reliable quality and   
excellent value. 
 
Available as single convector, double panel single       
convector, double convector and triple convector. 
 
Heights from   200mm  - 900mm 
Lengths from   200mm  - 3000mm 

Caldorline 7000 
 

Contemporary panel design with subtle lines across the 
radiator. An outstanding versatile body providing excellent 
quality. 
 
Horizontal range available as single convector, double panel 
single convector and double convector and triple convector. 
 
Heights  from   - 300mm  - 900mm 
Lengths from  - 400mm - 2000mm.  
 
Vertical range available as  single convector, double panel 
single convector and Double Panel Double Convector. 
 
Heights  from   - 1600mm  - 1800mm 
Lengths from  - 300mm - 600mm.  
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CaldoRad 

With a high end designer look with high heat outputs to 
match. Our designer heavy duty plank style panel radiators 
are perfect to complement any range of interiors available in 
both horizontal and vertical formats. 

Horizontal range available as single convector, double panel 
single convector and double convector. 
 
Heights  from   - 143mm  - 868mm 
Lengths from  - 400mm - 3400mm.  
 
Vertical range available as single convector, double panel 
single convector, double convector. 
 
Heights  from   - 600mm  - 3000mm 
Lengths from  - 288mm -  868mm.  

SafeTemp LST Radiators 

High quality LST radiators providing warmth with safety and     
security. Suitable in hospitals, retirement & care homes, 
schools & nurseries and public Buildings.  

Available with single and double emitters. 

Casing Heights from  - 350mm - 9050mm 
Casing Lengths from  - 600 mm - 2200 mm  
 
We can also supply Safecover LST guards, high specification 
& quality radiator guards. Manufactured from 15mm zintec 
sheet/steel. Available with 6mm dia. Holes, 50 x 5 slots, 45 x 
6 slots or 8mm x 8mm squares. 

ConvectoRad Low Level Convectors 

The perfect solution for installation of radiators in front of 
glazing.  

Manufactured from 1.5mm steel. 

Extensive range of depths, in lengths from 500mm to 
6000mm in 100mm increments  
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Linear  

High quality horizontal & vertical contemporary designer  
radiators. A stunning focal point that also delivers on output. 

Horizontal Double Tubing available in white, black and grey. 

Designer Tubular Radiators 

SensoKlon 

Featuring a stylish D-shaped profile, this high quality range    
available in both vertical and horizontal format delivers      
excellent performance and outputs. 
 
Available in white, micrograin metallic black and grey. Vertical 
range also available in chrome. 

Edgeworth Steel Column  

The Edgeworth range of Steel Column radiators offering the      
style and beauty of a timeless cast iron style, as well as precision      

engineering and reliability with a generous heat output.  
 
Available 2,3,4 and 6 column in both horizontal and  vertical  
formats.  
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Sofi 

The perfect combination of design and practicality with      
elliptical tubes. These vertical bars generate a large 
amount of heat, while providing a visual and tactile    
delight.  
 
Horizontal range available in white, chrome, black and 
grey. Vertical range available in white, chrome, black 
and grey. 

Tilbrook 

A new slim design that provides a high output 
for a limited wall space. Tilbrook is ideal for 
places such as kitchens and narrow areas. 
 
 Available in white.  

Tian 

Create a warm and welcoming living space with this ultra-modern    
tubular radiator.  
 
The contemporary Tian has a sleek, svelte flat panel design, enhanced 
by 70mm wide bars for ultimate heating performance.  
 
Available in white and grey.  
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Towel Rails 

Holcombe Straight &                     

Walshaw Arched 

Contemporary Heated straight towel rails. Premium 

quality 25mm tubes, providing unbeatable                

combination of style & value.  

Available in chrome or white. Fuel Options- LPHW, 

Electric or Dual Fuel. 

Hawkshaw 

A heated towel rail with a difference - sleek flat 

bars create an ultra slim profile. Designer style to 

complement contemporary bathrooms and     

kitchens.  

Available in chrome, white or black. 

Hestia 

Hestia adds sleek designer style in bathroom or      

en-suite . Providing a smart and practical heating 

solution as well as storage for your towels, the 

clean lines and detailed edges will renovate any 

space. 

 Made with high-quality aluminium, Hestia comes 

in beautiful dark Anthracite Black Matt allowing 

this radiator to fit with most bathroom styles.  

Petit 

Petit  are a stylish, space saving  and innovative 

towel  warmer.  Perfect for en-suites, cloakrooms 

and compact bathrooms. 
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Electric Panel Heater & Radiators 

HNE PH Plus                                            

Digital Electric Panel Heater   

Combining the latest technologies and a traditional heater 
to create an efficient, modern and controllable direct 
heating solution.  
 
These are the perfect solution for a space saving, cost 
effective and rapid solution to heating a room for shorter 
periods of time, quickly reaching the desired temperature.  

HNE RDW Electric Oil Filled             

Programmable Wi-FI Controllable  

RDW Electric Radiator range integrates a new technology 

with the G Control system, enabling users to access their 

heating from any mobile or fixed device with an Internet 

connection.   

Designed using components of the highest quality, with   

high-precision thermostats, Slim sleek design (just 8cm 

depth) and thermal fluid.  

PLSTiE Slimline LST with Electronic 7-Day 

Timer and Intelligent Fan Control  

The PLSTiE range of low surface temperature wall mounted fan 

heaters are very slim and contemporary in design.  

 Features an electronic timer which offers a 7-day programme 

with 6 heating periods per day. 

 The digital control panel has an easy-to-read display and four 

large control buttons with audible and tactile feedback  
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Ecosun S   

Ecosun S infrared panels are an ideal way of providing thermal     
comfort in commercial and industrial buildings. They are specifically 
designed for high level mounting.  

Ideal for supermarkets, gyms, & warehouses etc.  

Ecosun C    

ECOSUN C infrared heating ceiling cassettes provide cost 
effective, discrete and efficient comfort as either primary 
or complimentary heating in localised and hard to heat 
areas. 
 
Ideal for  offices, shops, trade counters, reception areas 
and localised spot heating at work benches  

Valves 
We are able to offer a wide range of valves to complement our radiators.  


